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For the period of January 24, 2019 to February 7, 2019

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
- Interviews and hires for new position
- Thomas went to CUTE on our behalf again
- Meeting with former researcher into Harmful Military Technology

INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS
- Statement in response to Principal’s next steps
- Committee met

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
- Meeting with New Cities to discuss pedestrianization of McGill college
- Continued work on Trash2Treasure
- Collaboration with Open Door shelter

FRANCOPHONE AFFAIRS
- Committee held first meeting
- Subcommittees formed on…
  - Submission of work in French
  - Translation of various SSMU documents
- Commissioner met with various groups, including le Département de Langue et littérature françaises
- Collaboration with and support for Francofête
- Assembled list of francophone groups on campus
- Facebook page back up and running

SEXUAL VIOLENCE
- PASV consultations
- Prep for consultations
- Resignation
EXTERNAL RELATIONS

- AVEQ dissolved, all member student unions are currently running disaffiliation campaigns
- UCRU structure standardization processes are underway